SUMMER READING
ALL TOGETHER NOW

WEEK 1 CHALLENGES for TOTS!
June 17 – June 23

☐ Draw a character from a book you’ve read.
☐ Build a LEGO structure at the library.
☐ Draw a picture and hang it up at the library!
☐ Ask a librarian for a book recommendation.
☐ Read for 5 minutes outside!
☐ Look for a book about a dragon!
☐ Check out a board book.
☐ Read a few pages from an Early Reader/Leveled reader book.
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WEEK 2 CHALLENGES for TOTS!

June 24 – June 30

☐ Read a book that has a red title.
☐ Find a book with bears illustrated in the pages.
☐ Draw an object that is green.
☐ Read in a blanket tent with a flashlight!
☐ Tell someone about a book you recently read.
☐ Read a book based on its cover :)
☐ Read a book you wouldn’t normally read.
☐ Read a book with the color PINK on its cover!
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WEEK 3 CHALLENGES for TOTS!
July 1 – July 7

☐ Come to a library program this summer!

☐ Tell someone what you like about them.

☐ Complete the indoor scavenger hunt at the library!


☐ Read an eBook from Libby or the Palace app.

☐ Draw a picture to go up in the library’s art gallery.

☐ Make up a character and tell a story about an adventure he/she/they will have.

☐ Read a funny book. One that makes you giggle!
WEEK 4 CHALLENGES for TOTS!

July 8 – July 14

☐ Check out a non-fiction book about an animal.

☐ Meet up with a friend or two at the library!

☐ Read an award-winning or award-nominated book (a Red Clover book).

☐ Read a book about numbers.

☐ Make up a story about summer time!

☐ Read an author who has the same first name as you (or that starts with the same letter).

☐ Read a book about numbers!

☐ Read a book about dogs or cats.
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WEEK 5 CHALLENGES for TOTS!
July 15 - July 21

☐ Read a book that was published the year you were born!

☐ Read a book at the library.

☐ Read a book about people from a different country!

☐ [Try to] Draw a picture that matches the cover of a book you've checked out.

☐ Read a board book outside!

☐ Try to read a chapter in the morning -- before you even get out of bed.

☐ Read a book after bath time.

Read a book that was published the year one of your parents or grandparents was born.

Read a parent’s or guardian's favorite book from when they were your age.

Read a book with a one-word title...

Read one chapter of a book about science!

Read about a person or persons in history (we have a biography section in the kids' room).

With the help of a parent or guardian, write a sentence or few about unity or togetherness.

Draw a picture that illustrates "All Together Now"

Build a house out of LEGOos or wood blocks.